Congratulations
on purchasing your
BRAVIA Professional Display

Expanded
after-sales
care options
for BRAVIA
Professional
Displays

Your new BRAVIA Professional Display
This monitor is NOT a TV but is based on the BRAVIA TV range.
FWD is our professional commercial name, the regulatory names for the
displays remain the same as the BRAVIA TV chassis and the table below
shows the correlation of commercial name to regulatory name:

Commercial name
FWD-98Z9G/T
FWD-85Z9G/T
FWD-77A9G/T
FWD-65A9G/T
FWD-55A9G/T
FWD-65A8G/T
FWD-55A8G/T
FWD-85X85G/T
FWD-75X85G/T
FWD-65X85G/T

Regulatory name
KD-98ZG9
KD-85ZG9
KD-77AG9
KD-65AG9
KD-55AG9
KD-65AG8
KD-55AG8
KD-85XG8596
KD-75XG8505
KD-65XG8505

Commercial name
FWD-55X85G/T
FWD-49X80G/T
FWD-43X80G/T
FWD-65X70G/T
FWD-55X70G/T
FWD-49X70G/T
FWD-43X70G/T
FWD-50W66G/T
FWD-43W66G/T
FWD-32WE615/T

Regulatory name
KD-55XG8505
KD-49XG8096
KD-43XG8096
KD-65XG7005
KD-55XG7005
KD-49XG7005
KD-43XG7005
KDL-50WG665
KDL-43WG665
KDL-32WE615

The best of both worlds:
Sony Professional commercial models benefit from the same state of the
art picture and audio quality of our consumer models, but with dedicated
professional additions: robust 18/7 use compliancy, portrait compatibility*,
professional mode, advanced control and native compatibility with Sony
Professional solutions (TEOS, signage, mirroring, corporate). These models
also come with a unique 3 years warranty with advanced exchange of a
new model in the unlikely event your display should fail.
*XG8-series only

Even greater peace of mind
Expanded after-sales care options
for BRAVIA Professional Displays
PrimeSupport Pro
Included at no extra cost, PrimeSupportPro goes beyond a standard
warranty with access to expert technical assistance for 3 years. Our
freephone telephone helpdesk provides support in 5 languages,
including answering questions on setting up and using the display
as well as helping with problems or faults.
Advanced Exchange
Over and above a standard warranty but included as standard,
receive a completely new replacement model rather than repair
with Advanced Exchange.
PrimeSupport Plus
Optional PrimeSupport Plus packs can be purchased to add a 2-year
extension to the standard 3-year PrimeSupport, and to give long-term
assurance of expert support and technical assistance for a total of 5 years
from the purchase date.
For full information and pricing details, please get in touch with your
Sony team or email primesupport@sony.com

TEOS
The TEOS suite of corporate solutions covers every aspect
of workplace management, from room booking to data
analysis, virtual receptions to digital signage
Present wirelessly from laptops to BRAVIA Professional Displays
TEOS Connect makes meetings more efficient and less stressful, with
quick set-up and no messy cables to worry about. There's also no extra
hardware needed – the technology’s built right into BRAVIA so you’re
ready to go.
Design and schedule impressive digital signage for BRAVIA
Professional Displays
TEOS Manage enables users to create colourful, eye-catching, and touchinteractive signage and distribute it across networked displays. For nontechnical users, a revolutionary “email to signage” feature simplifies the
workflow – just email a PowerPoint slide to a chosen address.
Easily manage all your networked BRAVIA Professional Displays
With TEOS Manage enjoy a dashboard-style overview of devices,
locations, activity status’, green management settings, and data analytics.
Control your BRAVIA Professional Displays scheduling on and off times
and grouping displays by location for easier management.
For more information on how TEOS workplace solutions can transform
your office and BRAVIA Professional Displays, contact your Sony
accredited dealer or Sony account manager, or visit pro.sony/TEOS

